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Abstract

Effective local search methods for finding satisfying assign-
ments of CNF formulae exhibit several systematic charac-
teristics in their search. We identify a series of measurable
characteristics of local search behavior that are predictive of
problem solving efficiency. These measures are shown to
be useful for diagnosing inefficiencies in given search pro-
cedures, tuning parameters, and predicting the value of inno-
vations to existing strategies. We then introduce a new lo-
cal search method, SDF (“smoothed descent and flood”), that
builds upon the intuitions gained by our study. SDF works by
greedily descending in an informative objective (that consid-
ers how strongly clauses are satisfied, in addition to counting
the number of unsatisfied clauses) and, once trapped in a lo-
cal minima, “floods” this minima by re-weighting unsatisfied
clauses to create a new descent direction. The resulting pro-
cedure exhibits superior local search characteristics under our
measures. We then show that our method is competitive with
the state of the art techniques, and typically reduces the num-
ber of search steps by a significant factor.

Introduction
Since the introduction of GSAT (Selman, Levesque, &
Mitchell 1992) there has been considerable research on lo-
cal search methods for finding satisfying assignments for
CNF formulae. These methods are surprisingly effective;
they can often find satisfying assignments for large CNF for-
mulae that are far beyond the capability of current system-
atic search methods (however see (Bayardo & Schrag 1997;
Li & Anbulagan 1997) for competitive systematic search
results). Of course, local search is incomplete and can-
not prove that a formula has no satisfying assignment when
none exists. However, despite this limitation, incomplete
methods for solving large satisfiability problems are proving
their worth in applications ranging from planning to circuit
design and diagnosis (Selman, Kautz, & McAllester 1997;
Kautz & Selman 1996; Larrabee 1992).

Significant progress has been made on improving the
speed of these methods since the development of GSAT. In
fact, a series of innovations have led to current search meth-
ods that are now an order of magnitude faster.
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Perhaps the most significant early improvement was to
incorporate a “random walk” component where variables
were flipped from within random falsified clauses (Selman
& Kautz 1993). This greatlyaccelerated search and led to
the development of the very successful WSAT procedure
(Selman, Kautz, & Cohen 1994). A contemporary idea was
to keep a tabu list (Mazure, Saïs, & Grégoire 1997) or break
ties in favor of least recently flipped variables (Gent & Walsh
1993; 1995) to prevent GSAT from repeating earlier moves.
The resulting TSAT and HSAT procedures were also im-
provements over GSAT, but to a lesser extent. The culmi-
nation of these ideas was the development of the Novelty
and RNovelty procedures which combined a preference for
least recently flipped variables in a WSAT-type random walk
(McAllester, Selman, & Kautz 1997), yielding methods that
are currently among the fastest known.

A different line of research has considered adding clause-
weights to the basic GSAT objective (which merely counts
the number of unsatisfied clauses) in an attempt to guide the
search from local basins of attraction to other parts of the
search space (Frank 1997; 1996; Cha & Iwama 1996; 1995;
Morris 1993; Selman & Kautz 1993). These methods have
proved harder to control than the above techniques, and it
has only been recent that clause re-weighting has been de-
veloped to a state of the art method. The series of “discrete
Lagrange multiplier” (DLM) systems developed in (Wu &
Wah 1999; Shang & Wah 1998) have demonstrated com-
petitive results on benchmark challenge problems in the DI-
MACS and SATLIB repositories.

Although these developments are impressive, a system-
atic understanding of local search methods for satisfiability
problems remains elusive. Research in this area has been
largely empirical and it is still often hard to predict the ef-
fects of a minor change in a procedure, even when this re-
sults in dramatic differences in search times.

In this paper we identify three simple, intuitive measures
of local search effectiveness: depth, mobility, and coverage.
We show that effective local search methods for finding sat-
isfying assignments exhibit all three characteristics. These,
however, are conflicting demands and successful methods
are primarily characterized by their ability to effectively
manage the tradeoff between these factors (whereas ineffec-
tive methods tend to fail on at least one measure). Our goal
is to be able to distinguish between effective and ineffective
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search strategies in a given problem (or diagnose problems
with a given method, or tune parameters) without having to
run exhaustive search experiments to their completion.

To further justify our endeavor, we introduce a new lo-
cal search procedure, SDF (“smoothed descent and flood”)
that arose from our investigation of the characteristics of ef-
fective local search procedures. We show that SDF exhibits
uniformly good depth, mobility, and coverage values, and
consequently achieves good performance on a large collec-
tion of benchmark SAT problems.

Local search procedures
In this paper we investigate several dominant local search
procedures from the literature. Although many of these
strategies appear to be only superficial variants of one an-
other, they demonstrate dramatically different problem solv-
ing performance and (as we will see) they exhibit distinct
local search characteristics as well.

The local search procedures we consider start with a ran-
dom variable assignmentx = hx1; :::; xni, x 2 f0; 1g and
make local moves by flipping one variablex0i = 1 � xi at
a time, until they either find a satisfying assignment or time
out. For any variable assignment there are a total ofn pos-
sible variables to consider, and the various strategies differ
in how they make this choice. Current methods uniformly
adopt the original GSAT objective of minimizing the num-
ber of unsatisfied clauses, perhaps with some minor variant
such as introducing clause weights or considering how many
new clauses become unsatisfied by a flip (break count) or
how many new clauses become satisfied (make count). The
specific flip selection strategies we investigate (along with
their free parameters) are as follows.

GSAT() Flip the variablexi that results in the fewest total
number of clauses being unsatisfied. Break ties randomly.
(Selman, Levesque, & Mitchell 1992)

HSAT() Same as GSAT, but break ties in favor of the least
recently flipped variable. (Gent & Walsh1993)

WSAT-G(p) Pick a random unsatisfied clausec. With
probability p flip a randomxi in c. Otherwise flip the
variable inc that results in the smallest total number of
unsatisfied clauses. (McAllester, Selman, & Kautz 1997)

WSAT-B(p) Like WSAT-G except, in the latter case, flip
the variable that would cause the smallest number of new
clauses to become unsatisfied. (McAllester, Selman, &
Kautz 1997)

WSAT(p) Like WSAT-B except first check whether some
variablexi would not falsify any new clauses if flipped,
and always take such a move if available. (Selman, Kautz,
& Cohen 1994; McAllester, Selman, & Kautz 1997)

Novelty(p) Pick a random clausec. Flip the variablexi in
c that would result in the smallest total number of unsatis-
fied clauses, unlessxi is the most recently flipped variable
in c. In the latter case, flipxi with probability1 � p and
otherwise flip the variablexj in c that results in the second
smallest total number of unsatisfied clauses. (McAllester,
Selman, & Kautz 1997)

Novelty+(p; h) Like Novelty, except that after the clausec
is selected, flip a randomxi in c with probabilityh, oth-
erwise continue with Novelty. (Hoos 1999)

Note that, conventionally, these local search procedures
have an outer loop that places anupper bound,F , on the
maximum number of flips allowed before re-starting with a
new random assignment. However, we will not focus on ran-
dom restarts in our experiments below becauseany search
strategy can be improved (or at the very least, not dam-
aged) by choosing an appropriate cutoff valueF (Gomes,
Selman, & Kautz 1998). In fact, it is straightforward and
well known how to do this optimally (in principle): For a
given search strategy and problem, let the random variable
f denote the number of flips needed to reach a solution in
a single run, and letfF denote the number of flips needed
when using a random restart after everyF flips. Then we
have the straightforward equality (Parkes & Walser 1996)

EfF = F=P(f�F )� [F � E(f jf �F )]

Note that this always offers a potential improvement since

EfF = FP(f >F )=P(f�F ) + E(f jf �F )

� FP(f >F ) + E(f jf �F ) � Ef

for any cutoffF > 0. In particular, one could choose the op-
timal cutoff valueF � = argminF EfF . We report this op-
timal achievable performance quantity for every procedure
below, using the empirical distributionoff over several runs
to estimateEfF� . Thus we will focus on investigating the
single run characteristics of the various variable selection
policies, but be sure to report estimates of what the optimum
achievable performance would be using random restarts.

Measuring local search performance
In order to tune the parameters of a search strategy, deter-
mine whether a strategic innovation is helpful, or even debug
an implementation, it would be useful to be able to measure
how well a search is progressing without having to run it to
completion on large, difficult problems.

To begin, we consider a simple and obvious measure of
local search performance that has no doubt been used to tune
and debug many search strategies in the past.

Depth measures how many clauses remain unsatisfied as
the search proceeds. Intuitively, this indicates how deep
in the objective the search is remaining. To get an overall
summary, we take a depth average over all search steps.
Note that it is desirable to obtain a small value of depth.

Although simple minded, and certainly not the complete
story, it is clear that effective search strategies do tend to de-
scend rapidly in the objective function and remain at good
objective values as the search proceeds. By contrast, strate-
gies that fail to persistently stay at good objective values
usually have very little chance of finding a satisfying assign-
ment in a reasonable number of flips (McAllester, Selman,
& Kautz 1997).

To demonstrate this rather obvious effect, consider the
problem of tuning the noise parameterp for the WSAT pro-
cedure on a given problem. Here we use the uf100-0953



100 runs on Avg. Avg. Est. opt.
uf100-0953 depth flips w/cutoff
WSAT(:5) 5.62 11,153 9,618
WSAT(:7) 8.65 16,772 14,926
WSAT(:8) 10.3 29,322 25,835
WSAT(:9) 12.1 48,175 48,175
Novelty(:5) 4.85 3,958 3,958
SDF( :2

m
; :995) 3.93 1,242 1,242

Figure 1: Depth results

Flips Depth rank
rank best1 2 3 worst 4
best1 .82 .09 .05 .04

2 .08 .39 .30 .16
3 .07 .36 .41 .23

worst 4 .03 .16 .25 .57

Mobility rank
best1 2 3 worst 4

.81 .11 .07 .01

.11 .50 .30 .08

.07 .25 .50 .18

.01 .13 .13 .73

Figure 2: Large scale experiments (2700 uf problems)

problem from the SATLIB repository to demonstrate our
point.1 Figure 1 shows that higher noise levels cause WSAT
to stay higher in the objective function and significantly in-
crease the numbers of flips needed to reach a solution. This
result holds both for the raw average number of flips but also
for the optimal expected number of flips using a maximum
flips cutoff with random restarts,̂EfF� . The explanation is
obvious: by repeatedly flipping a random variable in an un-
satisfied clause, WSAT is frequently “kicked out” to higher
objective values—to the extent that it begins to spend signif-
icant time simply re-descending to a lower objective value,
only to be prematurely kicked out again.

Although depth is a simplistic measure, it proves to be
very useful for tuning noise and temperature parameters in
local search procedures. By measuring depth, one can de-
termine if the search is spending too much time recovering
from large steps up in the objective and not enough time ex-
ploring near the bottom of the objective. More importantly,
maintaining depth appears to benecessaryfor achieving rea-
sonable search times. Figure 2 shows the results of a large
experiment conducted over the entire collection of 2700 uf
problems from SATLIB. This comparison ranked four com-
parable methods—SDF (introduced below), Novelty, Nov-
elty+, and WSAT—in terms of their search depth and av-
erage flips. For each problem, the methods were ranked in
terms of their average number of flips and average depth.
Each (flips rank, depth rank) pair was then recorded in a ta-
ble. The relative frequencies of these pairs is summarized in
Figure 2. This figure shows that the highest ranked method
in terms of search efficiency was always ranked near the best
(and almost never in the bottom rank) in terms of search
depth.

Although useful, depth alone is clearly not asufficientcri-
terion for ensuring good search performance. A local search

1The uf series of problems are randomly generated 3-CNF for-
mulae that are generated at the phase transition ratio of4:3 clauses
to variables. Such formulae have roughly a 50% chance of be-
ing satisfiable, but uf contains only verified satisfiable instances.
http://aida.intellektik.informatik.tu-darmstadt.de/�hoos/SATLIB/
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100 runs on Avg. Avg. Avg. Est. opt.
uf100-0953 mobility depth flips w/cutoff
GSAT() 5.7 2.13 99,006 52,100
HSAT() 7.1 2.10 99,006 12,300
WSAT-G(:5) 9.7 4.29 26,685 13,700
WSAT(:5) 15.7 5.65 11,342 9,421
Novelty(:5) 18.9 4.76 4,122 4,122
SDF( :2

m
; :995) 25.9 4.09 1,355 1,355

Figure 3: Mobility results

could easily become stuck at a good objective value, and yet
fail to explore widely. To account for this possibility we in-
troduce another measure of local search effectiveness.

Mobility measures how rapidly a local search moves in the
search space (while it tries to simultaneously stay deep
in the objective). We measure mobility by calculating
the Hamming distance between variable assignments that
arek steps apart in the search sequence, and average this
quantity over the entire sequence to obtain average dis-
tances at time lagsk = 1; 2; 3; :::; etc. It is desirable to
obtain a large value of mobility since this indicates that
the search is moving rapidly through the space.

Mobility is obviously very important in a local search. In
fact, most of the significant innovations in local search meth-
ods over the last decade appear to have the effect of substan-
tially improving mobility without damaging depth. This is
demonstrated clearly in Figure 3, again for the uf100-0953
problem. It appears that the dramatic improvements of these
methods could have been predicted from their improved mo-
bility scores (while maintaining comparable depth scores).

Figure 3 covers several highlights in the development of
local search methods for satisfiability. For example, one of
the first useful innovations over GSAT was to add a pref-
erence for least recently flipped variables, resulting in the
superior HSAT procedure. Figure 3 shows that one ben-
efit of this change is to increase mobility without damag-
ing search depth, which clearly corresponds to improved so-
lution times. Another early innovation was to incorporate
“random walk” in GSAT. Figure 3 shows that WSAT-G also
delivers a noticeable increase in mobility—again resulting
in a dramatic reduction in solution times. It is interesting to
note that the apparently subtle distinction between WSAT-
G and WSAT in terms of their definition is no longer sub-



100 runs on Avg. Avg. Avg. Avg. Est.
uf100-0953 cover. rate mob. dep. flips opt.
Novelty(:5) .0123 19 4.7 4,122 4,122
Novelty+(:5) .0227 19 4.9 2,830 2,298
SDF( :2

m
; :995) .0572 26 4.1 1,355 1,355

Figure 4: Coverage results

tle here: WSAT offers a dramatic improvement in mobility,
along with an accompanying improvement in efficiency. Fi-
nally, the culmination of novelty and random walk in the
Novelty procedure achieves even a further improvement in
mobility, and, therefore it seems, solution time.

We have observed this effect consistently over the entire
range of problems we have investigated. Thus it appears
that, in addition to depth, mobility also is a necessary char-
acteristic of an effective local search in SAT problems. To
establish this further, Figure 2 shows the results of a large
experiment on the entire collection of 2700 uf problems in
SATLIB. The same four procedures were tested (SDF, Nov-
elty, Novelty+, WSAT) and ranked in terms of their search
mobility and solution time. The results show that the high-
est ranked in terms of mobility is almost always ranked near
the top in problem solving efficiency, and that low mobility
tends to correlate with inferior search efficiency.

A final characteristic of local search behavior that we con-
sider is easily demonstrated by a simple observation: Hoos
(1999) presents a simple satisfiable CNF formula with five
variables and six clauses that causes Novelty to (sometimes)
get stuck in a local basin of attraction that prevents it from
solving an otherwise trivial problem. The significance of
this example is that Novelty exhibits good depth and mobil-
ity in this case, and yet fails to solve what is otherwise an
easy problem. This concern led Hoos to develop the slightly
modified procedure Novelty+ in (Hoos 1999). The charac-
teristic that Novelty is missing in this case is coverage.

Coverage measures how systematically the search explores
the entire space. We compute a rate of coverage by first
estimating the size of the largest “gap” in the search space
(given by the maximum Hamming distance between any
unexplored assignment and the nearest evaluated assign-
ment) and measuring how rapidly the largest gap size is
being reduced. In particular, we define the coverage rate
to be(n � max gap)=search steps. Note that it is desir-
able to have a high rate of coverage as this indicates that
the search is systematically exploring new regions of the
space as it proceeds.

Figure 4 shows that Hoos’s modified Novelty+ procedure
improves the coverage rate of Novelty on the uf100-0953
problem. Space limitations do not allow a full description,
but Novelty+ demonstrates uniformly better coverage than
Novelty while maintaining similar values on other measures,
and thus achieves better performance on nearly every prob-
lem in the benchmark collections.

Overall, our results lead us to hypothesize that local
search procedures work effectively because they descend
quickly in the objective, persistently explore variable assign-
ments with good objective values, and do so while mov-

ing rapidly through the search space and visiting very dif-
ferent variable assignments without returning to previously
explored regions. That is, we surmise that good local search
methods do not possess any special ability to predict whether
a local basin of attraction contains a solution or not—rather
they simply descend to promising regions and explore near
the bottom of the objective as rapidly, broadly, and system-
atically as possible, until they stumble across a solution. Al-
though this is a rather simplistic view, it seems supported
by our data and moreover it has led to the development of
a new local search technique. Our new procedure achieves
good characteristics under these measures and, more impor-
tantly, exhibits good search performance in comparison to
existing methods.

A new local search strategy: SDF
Although the previous measures provide useful diagnostic
information about local search performance, the main con-
tribution of this paper is a new local search procedure, which
we call SDF for “smoothed descent and flood.” Our proce-
dure has two main components that distinguish it from pre-
vious approaches. First, we perform steepest descent in a
more informative objective function than earlier methods.
Second, we use multiplicative clause re-weighting to rapidly
move out of local minima and efficiently travel to promising
new regions of the search space.

Recall that the standard GSAT objective simply counts
the number of unsatisfied clauses for a given variable as-
signment. We instead consider an objective that takes into
account how many variables satisfyeach clause. Here it will
be more convenient to think of a reversed objective where we
seek to maximize the number of satisfied clauses instead of
minimize the number of unsatisfied clauses. Our enriched
objective works by always favoring a variable assignment
that satisfies more clauses, but all things being equal, fa-
voring assignments that satisfy more clauses twice (subject
to satisfying the same number of clauses once), and so on.
In effect, we introduce a tie-breaking criterion that decides,
when two assignments satisfy the same number of clauses,
that we should prefer the assignment which satisfies more
clauses on two distinct variables, and if the assignments are
still tied, that we should prefer the assignment that satis-
fies more clauses on three distinct variables, etc. This tie-
breaking scheme can be expressed in a scalar objective func-
tion that gives a large increment to the first satisfying vari-
able, and then gives exponentially diminishing increments
for subsequent satisfying variables for a given clause. For
k-CNF formulas withm clauses, such a scoring function is

fABE(x) =
X

c

score(# xi’s that satisfyc)

wherescore(0) = 0, score(1) = mk�1, score(2) = mk�1 +
mk�2,..., score(k) = mk�1 +mk�2 + � � �+ 1.

Our intuition is that performing steepest ascent in this ob-
jective should help build robustness in the current variable
assignment which the search can later exploit to satisfy new
clauses. In fact, we observe this phenomenon in our exper-
iments. Figure 5 shows that following a steepest ascent in
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Figure 5: Descent results

fABE descends deeper in the original GSAT objective than
the GSAT procedure itself (before either procedure reaches
a local extrema or plateau). This happens because plateaus
in the GSAT objective are not plateaus infABE; in fact, such
plateaus are usually opportunities to build up robustness in
satisfied clauses which can be later exploited to satisfy new
clauses. This effect is systematic and we have observed it
in every problem we have examined. This gives our first
evidence that the SDF procedure, by descending deeper in
the GSAT objective, has the potential to improve the perfor-
mance of existing local search methods.

The main outstanding issue is to cope with local maxima
in the new objective. That is, althoughfABE does not contain
many plateaus, the local search procedure now has to deal
with legitimate (and numerous) local maxima in the search
space. While this means that plateau walking is no longer a
significant issue, it creates the difficulty of having to escape
from true traps in the objective function. Our strategy for
coping with local maxima involves the second main idea be-
hind the SDF procedure:multiplicativeclause re-weighting.
Note that when a search is trapped at a local maxima the
current variable assignment must leave some subset of the
clauses unsatisfied. Many authors have observed that such
local extrema can be “filled in” by increasing the weight
of the unsatisfied clauses to create a new search direc-
tion that allows the procedure to escape (Wu & Wah 1999;
Frank 1996; Morris 1993; Selman & Kautz 1993). How-
ever, previous published re-weighting schemes all useaddi-
tiveupdates to increment the clause weights. Unfortunately,
additive updates do not work very well on difficult search
problems because the clauses develop large weight differ-
ences over time, and this causes the update mechanism to
lose its ability to rapidly adapt the weight profile to new re-
gions of the search space. Multiplicative updating has the
advantage of maintaining the ability to swiftly change the
weight profile whenever necessary.

One final issue we faced was that persistently satisfied
clauses would often lose their weight to the extent that
they would become frequently falsified, and consequently
the depth of search (as measured in the GSAT objective)
would deteriorate. To cope with this effect, we flattened the
weight profile of the satisfied clauses at each re-weighting by
shrinking them towards their common mean. This increased
the weights of clauses without requiring them to be explic-

itly falsified and had the overall effect of restoring search
depth and improving performance. The final SDF procedure
we tested is summarized as follows.

SDF(Æ; �) Flip the variablexi that leads to the greatest in-
crease in the weighted objective

fWABE(x) =
X

c

w(c) score(# xi’s that satisfyc)

If the current variable assignment is a local maximum and
not a solution, then re-weight the clauses to create a new
ascent direction and continue.

Re-weight(Æ; �) Multiplicatively re-weight the unsatisfied
clauses and re-normalize the clause weights so that the
resulting largest difference in thefWABE objective (when
flipping any one variable) isÆ. (That is, create a minimal
greedy search direction.) Then flatten the weight profile
of the satisfied clauses by shrinking them1�� of the dis-
tance towards their common mean (to prevent the weights
from becoming too small and causing clauses to be falsi-
fied gratuitously).

One interesting aspect of this procedure is that it is almost
completely deterministic (given that ties are rare in the ob-
jective, without re-starts) and yet seems to perform very well
in comparison to the best current methods, all of which are
highly stochastic. We claim that much of the reason for this
success is that SDF maintainsgood depth, mobility, and cov-
erage in its search. This is clearly demonstrated in Figures
1–3 which show that SDF obtains superior measurements in
every criteria.

Evaluation
We have conducted a preliminary evaluation of SDF on sev-
eral thousand benchmark SAT problems from the SATLIB
and DIMACS repositories. The early results appear to be
very promising. Comparing SDF to the very effective Nov-
elty+ and WSAT procedures, we find that SDF typically
reduces the number of flips needed to find a solution over
the best of Novelty+ and WSAT by a factor of two to four
on random satisfiable CNF formulae (from the uf, flat, and
aim collections), and by a factor of five to ten on non-
random CNF formulae (from the SATLIB blocks-world and
ais problem sets). These results are consistent across the vast
majority of the problems we have investigated, and hold up
even when considering the mean flips without restart, me-
dian flips, and optimal expected flips using restarts estimated
from (1). However, our current implementation of SDF is
not optimized and does not yet outperform current methods
in terms of CPU time. Details are reported below.

In all experiments, each problem was executed 100 times
and results averaged over these runs. All problems were
tried with SDF( :2

m
; :995), Novelty(:5), Novelty+(:5), and

WSAT(:5). Furthermore, smaller problems were also tried
with HSAT, GSAT, and simulated annealing.2 There are

2We have as yet been unable to replicate the reported results
for the DLM procedures from the published descriptions (Wu &
Wah 1999; Shang & Wah 1998), and so did not include them in our
study. This remains as future work.



SDF Novelty+ WSAT
Avg. Est. opt. Avg. Est. opt. Est. opt.

uf50 214 140 411 271 505
uf75 488 411 978 732 1394
uf100 939 748 2297 1470 2877
uf125 1906 1563 5160 2712 5876
uf150 2962 2209 8253 4314 8393
uf175 6632 4945 18208 10719 20696
uf200 14106 9485 29536 18371 32039
uf225 17026 12198 38288 21129 35394
uf250 17980 13619 30617 23681 33993
flat125 15230 12868 37085 26369 64294
flat150 36020 31615 81668 59194 135981
aim100 94642 89155 236540 236215 236281

SDF Novelty+ % Failed
Avg. flips Est. opt. Est. opt. SDF / Nov+

bwlarge.a 2747 2701 10588 0 / 0
bwlarge.b 41907 39611 354111 0 / 40
bwlarge.c 470366 470366 - 87 / 100
huge 2561 2560 11104 0 / 0
logistics.c 17249 16870 140412 0 / 0

SDF WSAT % Failed
Avg. flips Est. opt. Est. opt. SDF / WSAT

ais6 441 435 1063 0 / 0
ais8 6901 5617 34508 0 / 0
ais10 20214 16095 297460 0 / 28
ais12 154464 134491 488421 5 / 96

Figure 6: Search results

three sets of experiments reported in Figure 6. The first
set covers a wide array of random SAT problems from both
the SATLIB and DIMACS repositories. The results shown
are averaged over all problems in the respective problem set
and are shown for the runs with SDF, Novelty+ (which was
2nd best), and WSAT. The second set covers large planning
problems. The results are shown for SDF and Novelty+ (2nd
best), and the failure rates of each are compared. The third
set covers the ais (All-Interval Series) problem set and shows
results for SDF and WSAT (2nd best). In all experiments,
the mean flips without restart and optimal expected flips are
reported for SDF, and the optimal expected flips is reported
for the other algorithms (when significantly smaller than the
mean without restarts).

The results for the non-random blocks-world and ais
problems are particularly striking. These problems chal-
lenge state of the art local search methods (verified in Fig-
ure 6) and yet SDF appears to solve them relatively quickly.
This suggests that, although SDF shares many similarities to
other local search methods currently in use, if might offer a
qualitatively different approach that could yield benefits in
real world problems.

The current implementation of SDF is unfortunately not
without its limitations. We are presently using a non-
optimized floating-point implementation, which means that
even though SDF executes significantly fewer search steps
(flips) to solve most problems, each search step is more ex-
pensive to compute. The overhead of our current implemen-
tation is about factor of six greater than that of Novelty or

WSAT per flip, which means that in terms of CPU time,
SDF is only competitive with the current best methods in
some cases (e.g. bwlarge.b). However, the inherent algo-
rithmic complexity of each flip computation in SDF is no
greater than that of GSAT, and we therefore expect that an
optimized implementation in integer arithmetic will speed
SDF up considerably—possibly to the extent that it strongly
outperforms current methods in terms of CPU time as well.
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